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August 2023 - “Women Equality Month” 

Join us as we continue to enjoy and educate ourselves through a diverse assortment of literature, media, art, film, music and more. The intent of the 

Command Topics is to help further develop an awareness and understanding of diverse and inclusive topics within our unique community. 

Each month the Command topics features a new theme or focus that highlights a particular group, topic or perspective,  

so make sure to check out previous Command Topics by visiting https://cascom.army.mil/diversity/  

 

COMMAND TOPICS DISCLAIMER The appearance of a title and accompanying summary in this list do not imply or constitute an endorsement or an 

approval by United States Army or any of the products, services, or opinions of the authors or creators. However, these books, articles, music, and other 

media contain thought-provoking ideas and viewpoints relevant to diversity and inclusion. United States Army neither controls nor guarantees the accuracy, 

relevance, timeliness, completeness, or legality of the content of the books, articles, music and other media referenced in this list. 

WHAT ARE WE 

WATCHING 

READING 

LISTENING 

"An essential history of the struggle by both Black and white women to achieve their 

equal rights."-Hillary Rodham Clinton   

The Nineteenth Amendment was an incomplete victory. Black and white women fought 

hard for voting rights and doubled the number of eligible voters, but the amendment 

did not enfranchise all women, or even protect the rights of those women who could 

vote. A century later, women are still grappling with how to use the vote and their po-

litical power to expand civil rights, confront racial violence, improve maternal health, 

advance educational and employment opportunities, and secure reproductive rights . 

Command Sgt. Maj. Dana Trakel leads a panel discussion about Women's 
Equality Day with several trailblazing female leaders in our organization. 
Women's Equality Day celebrates the passage of the 19th Amendment in 
1920 which granted women the right to vote. Trakel is joined by five oth-
er women who have accomplished many firsts in their years of service. 
They talk about leadership, mentors and just general topics about being 
women in the profession of arms.  
https://www.dvidshub.net/audio/70285/raven-conversations-episode-78-
womens-equality-day-with-csm-dana-trakel  

... 
Ruth Bader Ginsburg is a struggling attorney and new mother 

who faces adversity and numerous obstacles in her fight for 

equal rights. When Ruth takes on a groundbreaking tax case 

with her husband, attorney Martin Ginsburg, she knows it could 

change the direction of her career and the way the courts view 

gender discrimination.  
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